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harness definition meaning merriam webster May 14 2024 the meaning of harness is the equipment other than a yoke of a draft animal how to use harness in a sentence
harness english meaning cambridge dictionary Apr 13 2024 a piece of equipment including straps for fastening it used to control an animal such as a horse or attach it to
a load to be pulled or a set of straps used to hold a person in place a horse s harness a parachute harness
harness verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Mar 12 2024 harness something to control and use the force or strength of something to produce power or to
achieve something attempts to harness the sun s rays as a source of energy we must harness the skill and creativity of our workforce
harness definition in the cambridge english dictionary Feb 11 2024 a piece of equipment including straps for fastening it used to control an animal such as a horse or
attach it to a load to be pulled or a set of straps used to hold a person in place a horse s harness a parachute harness
harness definition and meaning collins english dictionary Jan 10 2024 a harness is a set of straps which fit under a person s arms and fasten round their body in order to
keep a piece of equipment in place or to prevent the person moving from a place
harness the potential english examples in context ludwig Dec 09 2023 harness the potential is a correct and usable phrase in written english you can use it to describe
the process of recognizing and utilizing a skill talent or other capability for example we need to harness the potential of our best employee to ensure our success
harness the talent english examples in context ludwig Nov 08 2023 the phrase harness the talent is correct and can be used in written english you can use it to refer to
the idea of utilizing the skills and abilities of a person or group of people for example our company is working to harness the talent of our employees to increase our
productivity
harness definition meaning dictionary com Oct 07 2023 verb used with object to put a harness on a horse donkey dog etc attach by a harness as to a vehicle to bring under
conditions for effective use gain control over for a particular end to harness water power to harness the energy of the sun synonyms exploit utilize manage control
archaic to array in armor or equipments of war
harness verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Sep 06 2023 harness something to control and use the force or strength of something to produce power or to
achieve something attempts to harness the sun s rays as a source of energy we must harness the skill and creativity of our workforce see harness in the oxford advanced
learner s dictionary
harness meaning of harness in longman dictionary of Aug 05 2023 we harness fossil energy and breathe life into machines the important thing is to harness growth to self
knowledge a ready acceptance of change swift moving business practice and sound judgement the snag is first you must harness the fish a mixture of envy and admiration
once led fishermen to try to harness the heron s gifts
to harness this opportunity english examples in context Jul 04 2023 high quality example sentences with to harness this opportunity in context from reliable sources
ludwig is the linguistic search engine that helps you to write better in english
examples of harness in a sentence merriam webster Jun 03 2023 the horses were harnessed to the wagon engineers are finding new ways to harness the sun s energy to heat
homes they harnessed the power of the waterfall to create electricity the company is harnessing technology to provide better service to its customers
harness synonyms 24 similar and opposite words merriam May 02 2023 synonyms for harness use utilize exploit apply employ operate exercise draw upon antonyms of harness
ignore neglect misuse misapply
harness definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Apr 01 2023 a harness is a set of straps that are put on a horse so it can be hitched to a wagon or a carriage the
harness distributes the effort across larger sections of the horse s body other animals and people can also wear harnesses
harness definition of harness by the free dictionary Feb 28 2023 harness ˈhɑːnɪs n 1 horse training riding manège an arrangement of leather straps buckled or looped
together fitted to a draught animal in order that the animal can be attached to and pull a cart 2 something resembling this esp for attaching something to the body a
parachute harness 3
how to use harness in a sentence unpacking the word Jan 30 2023 when it comes to using the word harness in a sentence there are a few edge cases and important
considerations to keep in mind by understanding common mistakes people make and being aware of cultural or regional differences you can effectively utilize this versatile
word in your writing
64 synonyms antonyms for harness thesaurus com Dec 29 2022 find 64 different ways to say harness along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com
can we harness gut bacteria to fight heart disease and aging Nov 27 2022 written by hannah flynn on june 15 2024 fact checked by jill seladi schulman ph d researchers in
china have shown that metabolic health is linked to the presence and abundance of certain
samsung unveils plan to speed up delivery of ai chips cnn Oct 27 2022 samsung expects global chip industry revenue to grow to 778 billion by 2028 boosted by ai chips choi
said at a briefing with reporters ahead of the event executive vice president of foundry
michael bloomberg climate change needs to harness power of Sep 25 2022 may 28 2024 at 6 24 am pdt by michael r bloomberg michael r bloomberg is the founder and majority
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